THE BURTON BULB - The Most Elegant LED Ever Designed!
Smart. Simple. Elegant. Innovative. Neo-Vintage.
Finally, a completely new vintage Edison replica light bulb with a whole different experience…
Using the light bulb as art to accent the perfect ambience in your home, bar or restaurant.

High Quality
This meticulously crafted vintage replica preserves the look of the
20th century with a spiral LED filament with phosphorous doping.
This eliminates the harsh glare and fake look of "vintage" bulbs that
use straight LED segments.

PRICING

Dimmable
Each Burton Bulb is crafted with exceptional quality electronics to
eliminate the need for special LED dimmer switches. The Burton
Bulb replicates the look of vintage incandescent while dimmed.
True color dimming guarantees the Burton Bulb will dim with the
same color, a nice amber glow, all the way down to 0%

Flicker-less LED Technology
With more studies being published every month about the negative
effects to humans, The Burton Bulb is the only LED bulb on the
market with Flicker-less LED technology. Our engineers have
worked tirelessly to reduce invisible flicker and completely
eliminate visible flicker! Even when dimmed!

Eco-Friendly
Guaranteed to exceed 25000 hours of life thus reducing the
amount of waste and extending the time between replacements.
Also, as energy becomes more expensive, the Burton Bulb is an
asset to saving money and conserving energy.

•
•
•
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The Burton Bulb $19.99
3 Bulb Pendant $89.99
10 Bulb Light String
Bundle$199.99
Call for Wholesale Pricing
on orders of 50 or more
bulbs.

PART NUMBERS
The Burton Bulb BB-001
Bulbs w/ Pendant BP-003
Bulbs w/ Stringlight BS-010

UPC

Elegant Design
Beautiful and simple, designed to preserve the 20th century as well
as accent many different decors, from vintage to rustic to modern.

SPECIFICATIONS
Light bulb dimensions:
143mmL x 64mmD.
H=5.62 in W=2.51 in D=2.51 in
Weight: 43g=1.517 oz
Product in box: 2.85oz (80.796g)
H 6.25 in 15.875 cm
W 2.875in 7.3025cm
D 3in
7.62cm
Outer box dimensions:
H=387mm(15.226in)
W=382mm(15.039)
D=335mm(13.189in)
Weight= 10.80lbs(4.9kg)

Bulb Specifications:
ST64
3w 25w
150 lumen output
IP20 Water resistant
100pcs LED flip chip
130mm LED filament substrate
Rated 25,000 hours,
25 years /3 hours/day
CRI value 95

ORDERING INFO
To Order Contact:
Burton Lighting Inc.
2250 Lakeshore Ave. #1
Oakland, Ca. 94606
Phone: (408) 857-5056
info@Burtonlighting.com

